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Abstract

This research effort reflects the perceived effects of a

ConizuingI~s~utonAuthority (CR&) on wapon systes acquisition

as observed by exeienoed acquisition personnel. The analysis was

a srpiaed by interviewing military and civilian personnel assigned

to Air lorc System'sa Ccimand' Spame Division and Aeoatclsystema

Division. All interviewees were currently assigned to one of the

followinig areas: program control, contracting, program naugenent, or

budget analysis. Niny of those interviewed had wiorkred in more than onei of the four areas prior to their current assigment.
The~ analysis reflects the perceived cost, schedule, contracting,

and other impacts caused by a CRA. In adition, issues regarding

g CM guidelines and suggested changes to CRA policy were adressed.

Furtermrethe analysis discusses the inefficiencies caused by a (CM

and the adjustments personnel have me and are making to reduce andor

b avoid the i*pacts of a CRA.

The results of this research effort indicate that a CRA has

eca more the rule than the exception. =osequently, personnel have

learned to plan for it and work around it as best as they can. The

net effect is an increased administrative burden in all four areas of

acquiition that were researched. All interviewees felt a CRA should

6R be the exception versus the rule and that Congress should make changes

vi



to eliminate the 0ondLitio which have been causing a (2R& year after

year. Fw felt that changing the fiscal year to coincide with the

calendar year would solve the CRA problem. Sma felt that changing the

fiscal period fromamon to two years had potential as being a partial

solution. Other reaimiain are discussed.

Vii .
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TME PEIEm EIS on HER" SYMSIU

A~~US~MIN AMR PM SY81U6 COMMJ

la=z CPUEN~IMG O=A CXOtMfNUnG.-

RMWJ4=N AISOR3Y.

1. R48mrcdh Problen

A Continuing Resolution Authority is an Aft of Congress that

allow the Dipartment of Defense (DOD) and other goverrment agencies

to ontinue to operate until the h~crato ill for each agency

becomes law. In eight of the past ten fiscal years, the DOD has had

to operate une a Continuing Resolution Authority (CRA) until the DOD

Apprepriation Bill was suheitted by Congress to the President. of the

United States and was signed by the President (2). Since operating

unde a CRA restricts the level of exedtures, it semsi. appropriate

to ask if there are any adverse effects related to cost, schedule,

arid/or cotatn.One would think that the Congress would be

interested in these effects since Congress brings about the situation

which causes a CRA by failing to have a proposed apropriation bill

* ready for the President's signature prior to the first of October

(which is the beginning of the fiscal year). Also, DOD and lower

levels in the weapon sytem acquisition chain (i.e., Secretary of

the Air Fbrce, eaurrsAir Pbrce, mIaresAir lbrce System



wwnd, Product Divisions, and System Program Off ices) ought to be

interested in knowing the ramifications of having to operate with

Problem Statemnt

In order to narrow the cieof the issue the effects of a

(PA were researched by specif ically looking at its effects on weapon

ssmacquisition in Air Force Systm Comnd (AFSC). Therefore,

* the research objective ins to uncover the effects of a CRA, whether

the effects were good or bad. The research included imp~acts of a CRA

as perceived by experienced personnel at various Product Divisions

whao work~ed in cotatnprogram control (cost and schedule),

budget analysis (costs), and project zmnagment (cost and schedule).

In order to understand what a Continuing Resolution Authority is,

one zmist first understand how an Air Force program is formulated. The

following informtion provides backgrcund information regarding the DOD

Planning, Programming, and Budigeting System (PPUS), the four phases of

the budget cycle, and a CRA.

Plnig Prgaig andt g~t n Syte The PPDS used in

the Department of Defense was introduced by former Secretary of Defense

cwmra in the early 1960's (3:19). The system's principal purpose
06

was to institutionalize planning and budgeting functions and to add a

new function -programming -to provide a bridge between planning and

buidgeting. The PPBS is used to provide a Five Year Defense Program

(FYIP) which has been logically structured, thoroughly reviewed, and

2
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approved by th e aro es. Th MW inlue data on

appropriation (irpits), DOD components (processors), and najor fore

prograim/program elements (outputs).* Thus, the nICP onsists of data

regarding program forces, personnel, and costs (1:13; 7:111-1).

The bask concept of the PPBS has remined intact over the years.

In Air DFo Systeim Comd, direct involvemnt begins with a budget

cell to the field in July to commene working on the Program Objective

I~ncbxi This hapens conicurrently as higher levels are wrking on

the threat assessmnt (planning phase of the PPBS). The PPBS ends

about one year and six months later with the President's budget

sukuission in January.

Them product of the PPBS is a budget. Thle planning and progranming

cycles of the PPBS lay the groundweork for the budget. The mechanics

of the budget 7egloInaM occur during the budget cycle. Eac of the

three cycles (planning, programning, and budgeting) of the PPBS are

* discussed in sore detail below.

The Plnnn Cyle The planning cycle begins with the

de 9l-,n of an assessment of the threats to national security and

?a proposed strategy to ,Mt those threats. The primary responsibility

for military planning is assigned to the Joint Chiefsa of Staff. Their

plans are reviewed by the Office of the Secretary of Defense (0SW)

and lead to the developmnt of programming guidance to the military

services. The cycle ends when the Secretary of Defense issues the

Defense (kidance to the services. This documnt *providesfuasna

* policy, strategy, issues, and rationale underlying the total defense

progra- []

3



Prow Cyl.in this cycle, defense objectives

are deveiad and there is a dtritinof the force and personnel

required to attain the approved objectives. Te services develop and

submit their program requests whichi are reviewed and result in OSD

decisions in the form of budget guidance. The Program Objective

liprndum is the wain documnt during this phase (3:22).

Thelugtn Cycl. During the budgeting cycle, there is a

cxxersion of forces and projects to mntary tonis and a translation

of aproved pr9gralto into time phased moneyr~imt (4). "aTh

budgt cycle portion of the PMB involves the fin-,nW of the

service budgets via the f inal pricing cut of the revised Program

Objective Memrandtu program (3:22).* The service budgets are then

submittedl and, in their final form, cqise the Defense budget

request. In Janury/brumry, the President submits his budget to

Congress (3:24). This submission of the Unified !lederal Budget(se

coin~lknIown as the President's Budget) to (ongress denotes the end

of the budget doe]lS I~n phase. This first of four phases in the

bugeft cycle is the last step in the PPBS process. The other three

Phases of the budget cycle will be discussed next.

The Four Phases of the M~t yce The four phaes of the

budget cycle are budget deelpment budget encctmnt, budget exaecu-

tion, and review and audit.

Firs Phse Budge The budget devielopment is

the first of the four phases in the budget cycle. It occur in the

PPBS cycle and has already been discussed in the PPBS section of this

paper.

4



TANX~ I

Ed.6et Enactment. Milestones (1:52-59)

Tim vn

January/Felruzry President presents the Unified Federal
Budget to Congress within fifteen days
after Congress reconvenes

15 May A ization, Bill reported and First
Courenit esolution msa

Y tarPassage of Appropriation Bill
Ta Day

15 September Second Concurrent Resolution mae

25 September Reconciliation Bill passed

1 October Appropriations are effective for beginning

of the fiscal year

Second Phase: Buge Enactment. During the budget enactment

phase "Congress has hearings and debates on the prcposed budget and

then prepares authorizing and appropriating legislation by 25 September

[3:24].0 Table I showrs the ideal time schedule of the events that

occur in this phase of the budget cycle. These events must be

- completed prior to the beginning of the fiscal year in order to avert

the necessity of having a CRA.

Unified Federal Bugt The Unified Federal Budget

covers all federal agencies. It is submitted by the President to

Congress within fifteen days after Congress reconvenes. This budget

swtbiss ion denotes the end of the budget development phase and the

beginning of the budget enactment phase (4).

5



Authorization Bill. The authorization bill is the

legislation authorizing specific gomI INOt progrms to be purs.:d.

The authorization process should be based upon a reviw of prograii

and mnagemea on ir . Mee a seific amunt is authorized,

the mount is generally intended to represent the mximum wich the '-

ommuittees and the Congress, believ is justifiable to be Waent in

order to obtain the benefits wipected from the legislation. Hmm,

no spending authority is provided at this point.

€First Concrrent Resolution. Prior to the adotion

of this resolution, neither House may consider any revenue, spend'n-,

entitlumnt, or debt legislation (1:55). This resolution provides

targets to guide further sideraton of bdget item. Tbe use of

targets, rather than firm ceilings, provides to benefits to the

Congressional process. First, targets permit the Congress to have

flexible responses to changing c irostances. Second, targets do

not downgrade the usefulness of the authorization and approriation

proces. _-

e of n Bills. These bills mark the

completion of action on all regular budget authority and entitlment

bills. 'The timing of the asaeof the appropriation bills is

critical. These bills are spposed to be passed by the seventh day

after LA Day. The reason for the criticality of the deadline

is that there are still two more milestones (the Second Concurrent

Resolution and the Reconciliation Bill) of the budget enactment phase

to be ompleted prior to the beginning of the fiscal year. If the

approriation bills are not pased by their deadline, then there is

.6 [ .__6
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a high probability that the last two milestones will not be completed

by the beginning of the new fiscal year.

Second Concurrent Resolution. This resolution affirms

or revises the decisions n-de in the first resolution. The changes

that may be adressed include "rescinding or amending appropriations

and other spending legislation, raising cc lowering revenu, muIdng

adjustments in the debt limit, or any ombination of such actions

[1:581." Howvemr, if a Second Concurrent Resolution is not passed, the

First Concurrent Resolution targets becm binding.

Reconciliation Bill. This bill reconciles the appro-

priation bills to the Second Concurrent Resolution. It denotes the

completion of the reconciliation process and the budget enactment

process.

Third Phase: B Executio. Budget execution begins after

the President of the United States signs the DOD Appropriation Bill.

Table II summarizes the flow of funds. This table denotes the typical

flow of funds. However, in actuality, the Office of Management and

Budget has a choice between full apportionment of funds and temporary

i1n of funds. The Budget and Imocidkent Control Act of 1974

provides that the executive branch may regulate the rate of spending

by deferral or recision of budget authority. Deferrals are temporary

withholdings of budget authority. They cannot extend beyond the end

of the fiscal year, and they may be overturned by either the House or

the Senate at any time. Recisions permanently cancel existing budget

authority and must be enacted by the full Congress. "If Congress does

7
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TAN 1 EIn

Plow of Punds (4)

organiationAftiVity

CongressAWroprat a dget authority by an
Act of Congress, to msae payments oft of
the Treasury for specif ied purposes.

President Signs Appropriation Act

Treasury Issues 'Appropriation Wrrant' to
establish funding program for Air
Florce

Office of krrton: A determination as to amount
Management ofolgtoswhcaa eicrred
and Budget during a specified period. Does not

umir funds available

USAF Allocates: Ibking funds available to
;;~I-hwinte organization levels.

AFSC Allots: A delegation of obligation
auhoity within the cinnd.

Division Redirects program internally or
externally to the ognizant procuring
activity.

8



not approve a pronosed recision within 45 days of continuous session,

the withheld funds must be mide available for obligation [7:I1I-91.'

Fourth Phase: Review and Audit. The fourth and final phase

of the budget cycle is the review and audit phase. "This phase is

performed cont y by (1B, General cco Office (GAO), the

Defense Audit Service, and other audit agencies (3:24].0 Though

individual organizations are responsible for assuring that the

obligations they incur and the resulting outlays are in aodance

with the law and regulations, various audit agencies ensure that this

is happening (7-III-9). For example, the CMS reviews program and

financial reports. In addition, the GAO, the Defense Contract Audit

Agency, and the Air Force Audit Agency regularly audit, evaluate, and

report on federal programs such as those programs involving weapon

system acquisition in Air Force System Command.

Continuing Resolution Authority. when the budget enactment phase

is not cmpleted by the beginning of the fiscal year, then Congress

mst pass a Continuing Resolution Authority if the government agency

affected is to continue operations.

A CRA is a 'stop-gap' measure intended to provide funds
to maintain government operations at a minium rate
necessary for the orderly continuation of activities
which were conducted in the previous fiscal year until
regular appropriations are enacted [8:20].

If there is no Appropriation Act or a (RA, government operations

mist cease. The only costs allowed to be incurred in this situation

are those to "shut down," i.e., caretaker type costs (8:20).

9
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rnK~ni ~Table InI mrime tim deae *Amn

thin DOD %I mlation Bil ha been passed foc the last ten fiscal

years. Vbte that in eight, of the lat tan f' wasi yars, the@; ~r mg ri-

ati'on bill has not been passe by the soheduled date. In each of those

yawsp this has resulted in mne or mz* CMA'a being passed befor, the

enactmnt of the Appropriatin Aft.

Cas. Thprimry come. of a CR& is that Congress does

not mt the budget eactmnt milestooa dsw.zA Another factor

amntributing to the delay of the enacmet of the Approriation Bill

is that the President of the United States rarely signs the first

proposed DOD Apropriation Dill submitted to him by ongress. The

current policy is that the President must approve the W*xle bill as is

and! sign it cc veto the whole bill. The President does not currently

psesthe authority for a Una item veto (6). Having a line itm

veto would allow the President to disagree on indlividual budget Uina

iteum and sign the Apropriation Dill for only those Uina iteim that

he aproved. However, during President Men'ns State of the Union

Address on 26 January 1984, he proposed that there should be an

amendmnt to the constitution giving the President of the United States

line item veto authority on the government budget. Wr. Reagan Went on

a: to say that 43 of the 50 state governors have line item veto authority.

He strongly felt that this was a needed change in the budget process.

Perhaps, by giving the President line item veto authority,, there might

be a reduction in the delay of enactment of an apropriation bill.

10
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Dates of IXD ppr criation Bills (2)

Fiscal Year (FY) Date Bill Passed

1975 8 Oct 74 (late)

1976 9 Feb 76 (late)

1977* 22 Sep 76 (on tins)

1978 21 ep 77 (on tim)

1979 13 Oct 78 (late)

1980 21 Desc 79 (late)

1981 15 Dec 80 (late)

1962 29 D c 81 (late)

1983 21 Dec 82 (late)

1984 8 Dec 83 (late)

* Fiscal Year start changed from 1 July to 1 October per the
ongressioal ftdget and Ig x1mnt Control Act of 1974.

I
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Qddmiin.The general guidlines wile operating une

a CRA are as follow (8:20):

1. No new starts can be initiated.

2. No accelerating/incrensing the amoie of mcisting

3. Avoid obligating funds where Congressional Cmittees
have expese criticism or otherwise indicated
reductions for specif ic progrm.

Oni 7 October 1983, Col Viflim Po n. zersen, the DWty for the

Orotoler at Space Division (one of the product diviioz unde

Hean=rters Air !brce System Comad), sent out a policy letter

ragarling CRA quidelin for 1Y 84 funds whbichdefined Onm starts" as

follows:

'no Vpr~g intion or fun d e avail-able cc authority
gatdpirsuant to this ambsect-ion shall be used to initiate -

cc resmes my project, activity, qperation or organization
wichd is def ined as any project, suproject, activity, budget
activity, Program elemnto and subprogruut within a program
element, and for investmnt item is further defined as a
P-1 Unza item in a budget activity within an appropriation
accout and a R-1 line item 1*1 which includes a program
elemnt and subrogram element within an apreriato
account, for which a~gxpriations, funds, cc other authority
were not available durinq the fiscal year 1983 [101.'

*P-1 line item: a prcrmtbudget line item for a weapon
system prOgrz rject thtis contained on the P-1 documnt initiated
by Se~adVOes Akir Potce

R-1 line item a research and M -- budget line item for a
weeon system program/project that is contained an the R-1 docwmnt
initiated by 90 USAF.

12
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In addition, Col Zersen's letter to the program oontrol off ices at

Space Division stated that no now nmlti-year procursmnts could be

initiated (10). Mlti-year pts are thoee p in

which the goernmnt contracts for e than the current-year buy. ..

sowm eim les of multi-year zoc u nts are the F-16, 9-1B, and EC-10

program at ASD and the Nkivatar Global Positioning Satellite program

at SD.

2A guidelines used in determining MA funding levels are as

follow (9:9):

a. If the aprra~nhas been passed by both Houses,
it is the agreed amount of the two ses, or if in
disagreent, the lower of the two Houses.

b. If the aproriation has been passed by the House, but
not by the Senate, it is last year's level or the House
level, whichever is lower.

c. If neither House has acted, the funding level is the
budget estlmt or last year's apprpriation level,
whichever is lower.

note that (YA activities are not governed by any goveru ent regula-

tions. They are governed by mussages and policy letters that are

passed down the chain of comand. These letters are written to convey

Congressional intent.

Justification for Research

In today's society, governmnt fmding/spending has ca under

increased scrutiny by the press and public. Areas such as schedule

slippages, cost owerruns, delays in starting program, and contrac-

tual activities are being closely watched. One area, cost overruns,

seem to be a persistent problem in programming and budgeting for

13
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acuisition. Thbe problem seems; to be ucat persistent at the federal

level but is fregutly cited at the state and local levels as wall

(5:118). * ct overruns have been attributed to such things as planning

aM pogrmmig dficencies, organizational rivalries, premture

cogitent to proAiction with resulting engineeing changes, over-

optimiAm by buyers, buy-in attupta by seller dianges; in pcogrm

amps, poo estizating, and inflation (5:118). Another contribatory

fatrmy be a delay in the enactuent, and the signing of the

a~~iation bill, and the consijWt late availability of funds.

Hecthe effects of not having the approriaton bill signed by

* the beginning of the federal govenet's fiscal year wre researched

* in order to determine if the lade of a signed appropriation bill is a

contribating factor to cost overruns, sciuilfle slippagq, delays in

start of prograin, and negative invacts to contractual activities.
Since Air Porc Systae Cca=a is the orgniztio respnsible for

acquiring major wapon system for the Air Pbrce, the research efforts

concent ate n the effects of operating iler a Continuing Resolution

Authority in this major cimmnd.

Soeof Research

Continuing Resolution Authority affects any goverrzant agency

whose appropriation bill has niot been passed by the first of October.

In the past ten fiscal years (except for fiscal year 1983), each

exctive departmnt, has had its omn Apropriation Bill (2). Thei scope

* of this research was to concntrate on passage of the DOD Appropriation

Bill. In particular, the research effort focused on recent years when

14



the DOD Apprpriation Bill was not Passed by the first of October. In

each of those cmes, a CR& was passed. Efforts were na to determine
the perceived effects an oset# schedule, ai4/or cnatigof weapon

yumacquisition while operating u~e a CRA.

Reerch Qusto

Miat are the perceived effects an weapon systeim aqisition in

Air lbmo systm QomweS while operating unr a Continuing Resolution,I7
Authority?

5,15
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11. Research

Selection of A~roc

Chapter I provided the general background and justification

for research on the subject of potential inpacts on weapon systemw

acquisition in Air Pkoe Syinteim Commamnd (AFSC) wile cperating under

a MRA, In particular, the areas researched were cost, scheduile,

cotacting, and other perceived impacts.

Since CRA guidelines and funding activities change soeekat fran

year to year, investigation of the various areas of Impact ses. more

apprcpriate via a purposive, nonprobbilistic sampling versus proba-

bilistic sampling. This type of sampling us chosen becaus it is

~econduicive to pilot studies that attempt to ferret out useful

* informtion from the data collected in new areas of research. Since

the effects of MR on weapon systeim acquisition in Air Forc Systesm

Oumand has never been researched before, the researcher attempted to

be as objective as possible in gathering data pertaining to positive

and negative Impacts Those areas with the most negative impacts will

be rezsddfor further research in order to develcp and propose

guidance to reduce the detrimental effects. The purposive type of

nonprobabilistic sampling technique uas selected rather than rardi

sampling because it involves collecting data from experts in the field

who met certain criteria. These criteria will be discussed in the

next section. Therefore, the purposive nonprcbabilistic sampling was

performed via personal interview.



Data Collection

In order to obtain the informtion scoght regarding effects of

a CRA, certain experts were interviewed. These experts consisted of

military and civilian personnel who currently work at either ~c

Division (SD) or Aeronautical Systeim Division (ASD). The experts

* ~ vor~ind in either program control, contracting, budget analysis for

the ccler orprgram managemnt for weapon syste program.

Prga Control personnel are defined as those people formally assigned

to a program control drcoaein a Systeim Program Office

(SPa). They suport the program mnagers in the technical diectorates

by providing expertise in scheduling, programming, and budgeting activ-

ities. Among other things, they are responsible for budget excution

%tidh gets them directly involved with a (RA. This direct involvement

occurs as they must decide what the program can and cannot fund at the

beginning of the fiscal year. Cotatn personnel are those who are

aigned to a contracting directorate. These personnel consisted of

buyers and Poue ntContracting Officers. Therefore, they are the

ones who negotiate contracts and contract modifications with the

contractors. They also monitor the goverrmunt contracts. Ba

analftsare those who have staff positions workcing for the Cazptroller

in the budget area. They are the personnel who receive the atA

gudlines from Air Force Systems Qcmmnd and sen out their version

to the program control personnel. They are also the people that the

program controllers call for interpretations of the CRA guidelines.

If the budget analysts are not sure how to interpret the guidelines,

they in turn call the budget office at the next higher level in the

17
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chain-of. Thus, they help to determine what the program

control people can and cannot fudunder a RA. Lastly, Program

mare being defined as the technical personnl who manage a

particular part of the program. Theme are the people who are directly

repoible for the program. They are supported by program control and

proursut ithin the SM, The budget analysts suport the progam

office and primrily interface with program control regarding budget

actions and issuse. In -ddition, all those intervimd met the

following criteria:

1. Nilitary: at lsest tw o iam at current job or at
least three yams in AM9C

2. Civilian: at leant three years at current job or at
least four yer in AC.

The interviews were oonactd an a o... n. - basis. In order to

give the inter a tine to think about the quntions and to collect

data to suport their positions, the interview questions were siled

to the i a in advance. Howver, it ws not the intention of

the researcher for the interviemas to write their responses and nail -

the survey back. The researcher's intentions were to give the

interviewees time to think about and prepare for responses to the

interviewer's questions. Hopefully, re useful and factual data as

collected this way versus not sending the structured survey to the

interviewees prior to the interview. These intentions were relayed to

each participant. Also, the interviewees were guaranteed anonymity of

their responses. This process ms intended to encourage the

interviewees to be as responsive as possible to the interviewer,

leading to the collection of useful data.
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The interview. were conducted using the following basic questions:

1. In which of the folloing areas do you wrk?

Program Control Budget Analysis
Procurement Program Maament

2. In which of the following areas do you have previous wk
experience?

Program Control Bdget Analysis Other
ProcrmntProgram Mngement

3. How many years have you been at your present job?

0-1 1-2 2-3 3-4 ore than 4

4. How many years have you worked in Air Force Systems Comand?
0-1 1-2 2-3 3-4 merethan 4

5. Do you feel that the CRA has had cost impacts on the program
you are currently wrking on or other mjor weapon system --

prograhl that you are familiar with? Explain.

6. Do you feel that the C(A has had schedule inpacts on the
program you are currently working an cr other major weapon
system program that you are familiar with? Explain.

7. Do you feel that a (PA has affected procuremnt activities
on the program you are currently working on or other mjor
weapon system program that you are familiar with? Explain.

8. Do you feel that a CRA has had any other inpacts (other than
cost, schedule, and procurement) on the program you are -
currently working on or other major weapon system program
that you are familiar with? Explain.

9. Do you feel that the (PA guidelines for this fiscal year were
explicit and/or sufficient? Explain.

10. If you could change the current policy while operating under
a CRA, what changes would you make?

Upon coupletion of the interviews, the collection of the obser-

vations and opinions were synthesized and are presented later in this

text. The emphasis was on finding a broad consensus of the respondents

regarding specific impacts that they perceive to be a result of having

to operate under a (PA.
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iI.. .

Data Awin

The researcher determined the major positions resulting from the

interview and inforation discovered during data collection. Each

area of perceived uqpacts (cost, scheadle, contracting, and other) will

be presented along with the negative and positive perceived effects.

Each perceived effect mea also analyzed according to its frequency

" those interviewed. In addition to iacts, other information

obtained from the interviews will be discussed later in this study.

This other information will inClude coMMntS ode regarding such things

as the M guidelines, the techniges used to cushion the effects of a

CRA, the inefficiencies caused by a CRA, and a (RA itself.

1--
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III. Data

Introdkction

The &Awh's goal was to get ton intervim in each of the

foLowinq fourwork areas: program control, Dontact'ing', budget

analysis, and program amnmnt. Therefore, the total minte of

interviews to be attmvted ms forty. These interviews are divided

into the four mork areas as indicated in Table IV. In actuality,

the total e of interview given ,,as forty, but am aras fell

short of the goal and am& exceeded the goal. These differences will

be addrass. in the neat chapter of this text which will contain an

analysis of the data collected via the interviews. This chapter will

present the actual data that ms collected.

The interview were cont over a five-week period from the

beginning of the first wmek of June to the end of the first week in

July. All interviews were =d in person on a one-on-one basis. The -"

researcher took notes during each interviar and tape recorded the

interviews to have the re=dings avlaea for ppemnting the notes

taken. The interviemes ware given the oportunity to disallow the

recording of the interview prior to the start of the interview. Of the

forty people interviAewed, only three of the interviws were not taped.

The following text reflects the data gathered. The interview questions

used were presented in the second chapter of this paper.

21
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TAffZ 17

Itervies: Goal versus Actual

Goal Actual

ASD Program Control 57

Conracing5 5

Budget Analysis 5 6

Program Management 5 3

SD Program Control 5 7

Contractin 5 4

Budget Analysis 5 5

Program ftnagamnt 5 3

TOM~A 40 40

Note: Poumthas been changed to contracting throughouat the text
as contracting is the current accetable term.
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PrMU Control

An indicated in Table 17, fourteen program control personnel were

int~rvtmd.Seven of the inlervisis were given at ASD and seven at

SD. Inforintion regarding U gag' data, data concerning lupacts,

data regarding ommits about the CRA guidelines, and data adesn

proeoed changes and general comnts regarding a CRA are presented.

01-aMC -Dta. Of the fourteen intervieed, five personnel had

only program control exeience while working in Air Force Systemw

Command. The other nine personnel had worked in areas other than

progam control prior to their current assignhment. These other Areas

included budget analysis in the controller's shop, mnufacturing,

APSC intelligence, program mNauzent, contracting, and accounting

and finance (which is also a staff position in the controller's

organization). The experience levels of these personnel varied. The

numb~er of years they had worked in their present job ranged from one

to nine years. The average rum*,er of years wrorkced in their present

Job was 4.0 years. Only three had less than two years in their presenrt

job. Hiowever, each of these three had at least four years experience

in program control, but riot all the experience on the program. they

were currently working on. The total number of years that the research

rarticipants had worked in AFSC ranged from 4 to 27. The average

numb~er of years worked in MWS uas 12.7 years.

Perceived Inet Caused by a CRA. Most of the interviewees feltL

that there had been no significant cost or schedule lupacts due to a

CRA on any of the program. that they had worked on. mobst perceived

that there could be significant cost, schedule, arid/or contracting
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impacts on those program classifiled as Onay starts." Several

different definition ware offered to define the term One start."

one person felt that a nwstart saint a new program element (PE)*

Another thought that a new start could meen a nauocwmn effort,,

a 'my rogram -eliwt, rcem a new bdiget program activity code

(EPAC) * A third g oga controller considered a newr start to be a nmw

program cc a long lad effort which ocurs prior to a new ptocurmnt.

Obviosly, them definitions are not identical. The inconsistencies

in the itrrtation oft the term "fe start" will be adresed in the

DInt -hpe.

in adition, most believed that opierating under a CRA restricts

the funds spent on a program to the level of the previous fiscal year.

several mntioned that this could cause a problem if, for eiple, the

program was in the production Phase amd the quantities to be proclicd

were u~ch higher than the previous year. Odea interviawee commnted

that Research and D~evelopmnt funds (the 3600 apprpriation) should

not be Impacted by a CRh becaus those funds are incrementally funded

anyway. InrAetantal funding is a technique applicable only to Research

and Deecoumnt efforts financed via the 3600 appropriation. This type

of funding consists of financing incements of effort within a fiscal

year. On the other ham!, full funding pertains to the programs

financed via the porentappropriations (3010, 3020, and 3080

appropriations). This funding technique finances the full cost of

specific end items in a given fiscal year's budget even though the

effort to produce the item may require more than one fiscal year

(7VII-4).
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A few interviewas semd to think that you cannot really quantify

cost impacts due to a CRA because generally, there are other situations

that are causing cost and schedule Impacts to the program, andS these

situations would cause the same negative impacts with or without a atA.

* fr eample, when the Spae Division program called Satellits Defense

System wms a new start, there was a delay in starting the p ro g r m

becas of problem in the source selection. This delay lasted longer

than the delay of the new program which could be attributed to the

CRA that occurred in that year. Another example has occurred in this

fiscal year. This second exmple is also a prora at Space Division.

In this case, the Anti-Satellite Program was supposed to get anvanced

long-lead procurement money in October. (Advance procurant is an

exception to the full-funding policy. it allow o of lo;-

lead item in a fiscal year one year prior to the fiscal year in which

the end item is to be acquired. Advance procurements include such

things as mterils and parts. ) This lom-lead effort had been
classified as a new start by the Space Division budget office. Since

they were under a (RA until 8 December 1984, this could have caused

a delay in the long-lead effort. Swever, as it turned out, the

anti-satellite system has been the subject of a political debate this

year, and because of this the long-lead funds were not released to the

Space Defense System Program Office until June 1984. Once again, the

CRA could have impacted the program; but, because of other events, the

program could not have begun even if funds had been available at the

beginning of the fiscal year. These other events have owershadowed

L the impacts which could have been caused by a CRA. A third example
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ocurred at heoatclSystem Division wh~en the F-ill production

effort us considered a nsw start. Since there ms a CA that fiscal

year, the CRA oilA have camed a delay in the production program since

it had been classified as a now start. lumver, the program bad an

eVn o delay became it had to wait for the Defense Sytem

Acquisition Fyliw Ouncil (1W) briefing and the Office of the

Secretary f Dense (06) decision to go ahead with pTter, c...

D Cmeting did not occur until February. At that tim, the progra"
9~~~ "r .t"n IF,-

mas given approal to go ahead with pocon erfethe riot I

onntract us not let until Murch or April of that yar. Consequently,

the aA had no imocat on this new start because the program had had to

wit for the DOW briefing.

Sm felt that part of the reason why a (3k has such a sall

aiact is becase mIt of the defense contractors understand the

situation, and they tend to carry the program at their own risk at

.7. the beginning of the fiscal year. Others felt that there my be sacme

acdsl e inPects in the suport areas. For example, test organizations

such as Arnold Engineering Deve.an Center (AEDC) and Western Same

and Missile Center (WSW) tend to be funded at a reduced level by

the program offices when a CRA is in effect. The loier funding level

restricts the inetments that these test organizations can make in

order to support the programs they are ible for. One inter-

viewee ws adamant in saying that he felt that the test organizations

should get 100 percent of their aproved funding at the beginning of

the fiscal year whether or not a (3A takes place.
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One program controller cited an example of a program that did have

a uajor negative impact becaus of a CRA. The program impacted is an

AM~ programt in the Strategic System Program Office. The effort had

been determined to be a new start although it ws an Iuurauzn to

an eisting system. Thle contract was negotiated on 25 September 1979.

Houvrthe 7! 80 CRA keapt, the pro1graP office from getting any funds

for this program for two months. The contractor decie to start the

effort at its own risk and using its am financial resources. When

the appropriation bill uas passed, it turned cut that the pro gram gt

fewer dollars in F! 80 than they bad expected. Bence, they ended up

retructuring the program. This caused a stedatin the period of

perorumnce of the contract. Also, the goverrnmnt mployses ended up

having to renegotiate the second phase of the contract wh~ich increased

from $25 million to $47 million. This growth of $22 million uas

partially due to the restructuring caused by the CRA and partially due

* to resccping and addin effort to the contract.

All of the fourteen program control interviewees felt that there

us really more impact on the people wo~rking on the acquisitions than

* on the system being acquired by the Air Force. They felt that

operating une a CRA greatly increased the volume of paperwork

generated. For exanple, the interviewees believed that if the

aggycpriation bill was passed by 30 Sqtterx they would probably have

* one set of funding docunts at the beginning of the fiscal year and

another set during the third quarter of the fiscal year. In contrast,

with a CM, the program controllers generally have to go through

semeal iterations of identifying and justifying funding requirements
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for the first 30, 45v 60, and 90 days of the fiscal year. (Rleference

h~pnix A for a ample of thi instruction.) Iban, multiple funding

IM! t I- ar r P I drng th bginning of tefiscal yewr when

a CRA is in effect. 'These documnts partially fund the efforts, Of

defem-1 ctractaos, test orgaizations, laboatries, an vario~u

other agencies and activities. This results in the contracting

parelmihaving to do mltiple sets of paperk to fund modifica-

tic. to the contracts as total fiscal year funds becmavailabIe

Theintzvimesstated that most progra efforts are funded in four

to six inarimnts during the fiscal year. All attributed thee

.iltiple sets af paperwork solely to a CPA. In the ca of the

3600 appropriation they are, in effect, sub-inrinal funding

iinmntal funds.

TIi addition to the tim spent on preparing and processing the
papermck, mca t felt that considerable tim us spent in deciding what

to fund, whbat not to fund, and how much to fund the various activities

in order to stay within the reduced and restricted funds made available
during the period of the ~aL. Many felt that the tim spent on trYing

to alleviate the confusions and uncertainties created by the CRA is

e1taly uasteful of the personnel resources. They felt that the

people should not have to spend so much tine worrying about the atA,

but should be marking an riormel program activities. They thought that

it is uornaethat year after year the failure to pass and sign an

a ~iation bill by 30 September meka a CRA necessary, which leads

to inecapable inefficiencies in time, paperwork, and personnel usage.
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Furthr it seen that program controllers work with the

conrating pemOWAl in preparing the funding reluests that go to the

proPct division' a budoet office to determine, how mich each S will

get for the duration of the CR& prIod. A feW programI contrllerIs felt

tkat the conracing psruoml's wwrkloed ms significantly increased

bmosmm of the ~aW Por emomle, they believed that the contracting

pm e m routinely forced to issue several contract funding

zod iotions during the (RA period. in contrast, if the appropriation

bill had been signed in a timely fashio, they could send out one

ftinding mod'f'cation to each contractor at the beginning of the fiscal

year, and then possibly send oft onemore to each towards the end of

the fisal' year to adjust the current year's budget for the engineering

change proposals, award fees, or other items that way have changed

the budget line for the particular contractor. one intervieume felt

that having a mlti year contract may reduc the administrative burden

typically enoutersi by the ctrtigpeople during the CRA.

Several mntioned that they believed that the cnrtosshould not

have to worry about being funded during the CRA, but they are put in

a position where they do have to worry. As us stated earlier,sm

contractors finance the prograum with their owen funds for as amc as

four weeks into the now fiscal year. Thus, they worry about when and

if they will get reimbursed and how uch they will1 receive. Then, when

the government gives thes amall increments of funds during the first

quarter of the fiscal year, the contractor worries about how long the

dollars will last, what they should bay now and what can wait, and when

they will get their nutincrement of funds. This process detracts
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frca the contractor's ability to forecast and stabilize his workload

so as keep the program on schedule and on cost.

On exmiple of a detrimntal iq~act in cnrtigoccurred at

Saca Division in fiscal year 1983. The incident pertains to the

federal goverMMt'a cnrc with the Aerospace corporation located

in IL. Segund0, California. The Aerospace, corporation is a Federally

contracted Pesearch center (P=). Ijierefore,, the federal govaruunent

negotiates a contract with this M~C each year in order to obtain their

technical support on various govemnt weapon system. acquisitions.

Before a contract ceiling can be negotiated the program offices at

-Sace Division mist collectively fund at least 50 percent of their

budigted reurunsfor aerospace Vqort. In F! 83, due to the

multiple (RA and the confusion associated with the last CRA wtidi ms

to continue through 30 Sqpter 1983, Stmm Division could not fund

the uinIMUM level required for negotiating a ceiling. Oosequntly,

the Aerospc eiling wms not negotiated until the beginning of the

fourth quarter of F! 83. Then there were only a few weeks reuDaining

for the Aerospace minagers to adjust their support to the variou

prograum based on the newly negjotiated ceiling. This caused

significant and drastic increases and decreases of Aerospace suppot

to Individual program a well as last-minute budget adjustmnts in

the SPO. to acocziixdate the appropriate Aerospace funding level.

In order to miinimize the potential adverse impacts on cost and

schedulle, saw program negotiate contingencies which allow them to

reduce contractor efforts as necessary. Here too, however, extra

effort mist be expended and extra costs ray be incurred just because
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the threat of a CRA exists. SamD of the interviewees cited exanpies of

contractm arrafguts that alloed for cotigoee to circumvent

the potential ivacts of a CRA or other cost/ ue Imacts. one . -

exanple given is in regard to the govertumnt cntact with A% : for

the Inatrum-ted Test Vehicle (TV) program. This oontract oontaLns

cptions for a contractor team to travel and prepare for each Mo

launch. However, the goverint -can recll the deployed team if

for som reason the schedule slips or the funds are not available or

whatever the reason. Of course, the goverrnmnt will incur saw cost

penalties if this is done. Nonetheless, the chave been

plamed for contractually.

Commnts oncernin gR, Qidelines. Most of the interviewees

felt that the guidelines were insufficient and definitely not explicit.

Several cmninnted that the term "new starts" seemed ill-defined, and

that it seemed to be redefined from year to year. Same felt that it

was good that the guidelines were vague becaus they allowed me roan

for flexibility in the interpretations of what can and cannot be funded

during a CRA. Others believed that the guidelines should be more

specific in order to avoid the confusion that usually results with the

guidelines that are received. One interviewee who is the head of a

program control directorate at Space Division felt that the guidelines

should say "do business as usual," disallow new starts, and set a

funding level for the CRA period. This person also felt that the

guidelines should be published prior to the start of the fiscal year

so that the ground rules wuld be known in advance. Several other

program controllers mentioned that they do not receive the guidelines
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until October, which is qarwimt= l three =mots after they have to

do their off Ici A' forecasts of how they intend to csit, obligate,-

and expen progrm funds in the upcoming fiscal year. The commts:

reflected the fstation of having to predict the (Rh guidance and

fundin level. The n.t result being great dispritis 1 *at.v-

was forecasted in July and %hat is actually allowed during the first

quarter ur a (R. F Urt es, deviation reports are required to

be filled out giving an a of the dir a . It emas

that citing the CRA as an imaect is currently not considered an

a_-*Able expaton. Apparently, at ASD and SD, the higher levels

of mnagement at the two product divisions haw been giving increased

attenin to the forecasts and deviation reports. Currently, at both

places, the product division commanders are reviewing these financial

reports. One interviewee felt that the CRA guidelines to the SFO might "

be more explicit if the division budget office attached the guidelines

sent down through the budget dhai.-f-oind

Prpoe Cane and General Moments Readn a CA&. The

proposed changes from the interviewees are presented here:.

R Ievamp the whole budget flow process at the beginning of the
fiscal year because the budget release is slow coming down the
buget ch.f-ommad.

• There should be no tim limit on a CRA - only a dollar limit.

• Should be able to fully fund those p ement item needed in
Government Furnished Aeronautical Equipment (G(AE).
E xlude the 3010 appropriation from the san restrictions as
the 3600 appropriation while operating under a CRA.

• The only restriction for the 3010 appropriation should be that
the quantities pursued by the program office should not exceed
the minimum Congressional position.

• Jkk m sort of provisions for new starts. For exauple, let
the program office start at least enough of the effort to
protect cost and schedule. Another possibility is to allow now
starts on the individual merit of each program.
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If there has to be a CRA, make it quarterly, not monthly.
This would eliminate the need for the 30, 45, and 60 day
funding identification and justification which is -
asked for at the beginning of each fiscal year when a CRA is
anticipated or is in effect. Therefore, only the quarterly
reguiramnts wold be needed and reumeted.

*Ensure funding under a C3& does not interfere with good pirogram

* Allow the following to be funded under a CRE.

- Fund ontractors at the Limit of Governmot Obligation
(MOO) level.

- Fund effort that will not change during the fiscal year.
- Limit funds available for travl and EPs.
- Fund anythin that, if de3ayed, wald endnger the schedule.

*Program offi icr should be allowed to fund test organizations
at 100 percent of the approved budget line item at the ..Z
beginning of the fiscal year as soon as either the (RA or the
appro riation bill has been passed. -

* Ongoing efforts should get all funds up front.

* Change the fiscal year to met Congress' schedule, if it will
get Congress to pass the appropriation bill on tim.

* Do not change Congress being the decision-cmaing bod? to decide
what program we do or do not pursue.

* RA restrictions should not apply to goverrment laboratories.

* Changing the fiscal year to a two-year fiscal period may be a
partial solution in helping to get the appropriation bill
passed on time.

* e consistent on ground rules of how to operate under a CRA
between the product divisions.

The following represents general comeants that the program control -

interviewees had regarding a CRA:

The current CRA restrictions are ore appropriate for the
3600 aproriation than the procurement apropriations such
as 3010, 3020, and 3080 money.

* st of the defense prime contractors and ik,-.1tractors
understand our CRA problem. and will continue to work at their
own risk. most know that they will eventually get paid.

* In FY 84, the P-16 program at ASD got what it forecasted and -

neded for the first three months, so there was no problem.
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*It is an adinistrative burden to ncentlyfund
incremental funds (3600 appropriation).

*program cotrollers should plan for a mhe~~nhCa. A six-
moth CRA woud be detrimental.

*A CRA could affect the first year of a nulti-year contract
unless there Me specific Congressional language in the CRA Act
by Congress to preclude this. _

*The F-16 program my be cushioned from CRA ispacts; because it
is a mature program (well into prodUCtiton) and it has
ulti -ar contracting.

7 he Fr-16 program gets about $3 billion a year in research aix!
deSe . t (3600) and procurmnt dollars. ]Bigger program

* can probably absorb more Impacts

*A line item veto might help the President sign the
appropriation bill sooner, but there wou~ld still be a potential
problem with riders on the bill.

*Congress should have the appropriation bill passed on
time. This interviewee wondtwed if Congress realized the
perturbations in the system caused by not having the bill
signed on time.

*Personnel should not have a problem with wo~ndering what to do
on the first of October. They should keep on doing business
for the program.

*Scmwetis a CRA is not passed on the first of October.
Soastims it is not passed until several days into the new
fiscal year. There are probles when this occurs, too.

*A possible incentive to get Congress to pass the approriation
bill by 30 Septenter is as follows:

MEI Congress does not pass the appropriation bill on time,
then they should not get paid until it is passed. Also,
they should not get paid retroactively.

on(e interviewee who is currently a director of program control
at one of SO's SPOs gave the following as the internal ground
rules used for the July forecast suhuission to Air Florce
Systm Ctmrand:

- Assum a CRA on 1 October.
- Asm a CRA for 90 days.
- MAsme efforts for first quarter will be funded.
- Assume balance of efforts will be funded in January

(beginning of second quarter of the fiscal year).
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The problem occurs when one or more of the asz~osare
wrong. Then the forecast is thrown off. By regulation, if
there are significant changes in the program since the tire of
the July forecasts, the program office program control
persomel should be allowed to reforecast. This program office
tried to reforecast the FT 84 programu, but Air Force System
CO.m nd wuld not allow them to reforecast. Hence, they have
had zuinrais deviation reports this fiscal year.

* Probably part of the reason that a CRA does not meem to have
severe impact on the acquisition of major wmapon system today
is because a CRA has *eam a way of life" and ust people
plan for it.

H ave problem with the end of the f iscal year TM! trips when
the period of the trip overlaps the to fiscal year periods.

B atter to have a CRA than nio money at all at the beginning of
the fiscal year.

• The primary problem with a CRA is the uncertainty and the lack
of decisive direction. If the system would plan and provide
clear guidance, the program controllers could incorporate CRA
restrictions in their planning proces with minimal impacts

Do1 not like working under a CRA.

* One big problem is that it takes two to three weeks to get
dollars through the system and to the program office when a
(RA occurs.

* Acquisition personnel should preplan for a CRA.

* o not think that changing the fiscal year from 1 October -
30 September to 1 January - 31 December will help in getting
the appropriation bill passed on time.

A CRA is "hard to wrk with."

* ongress's indecisions on new starts causes delays. Dzocracy
seem inefficient, but it is the best form of government
available.

* It seem that Congress is getting too bogged down in details.

* It makes good business sense to obligate a hefty amount at the
beginning of the fiscal year. Instead, we are forced to send
out sml incremental amunts of funds to various contractors
and agencies who are performing work for the program. It seers
that w are forced to operate this way at the beginning of the
fiscal year to help solve budget problems that wuld not exist
if the appropriation bill ws passed on time.
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* There is a real problem when a CRA is not taken into
consdrtion t.an the forecasts are done.

* A aRA seem to be causing low expenditure rates due to the
delay in getting the full amt of approved dollars for the
prograum. Hoever, a (RA is not being accepted as an expla-
nation for low expenditures. Currently, there is a lot of
pressre on getting the expenditure rate above 60 percent by --
the end of FY 84. At Space Division, a letter from the Space
Division c iundar states that all SD program not reaching at
least a 60 percent expenditure rate by the end of this fiscal
year will receive a budget cut next year.

In addition to the above cimnts regarding a (RA and proposed

changes, several interviewees mentioned adjustment techniques that they

have used to cushion the potential effects of a CRA. For example, one

program controller never plans new starts to begin effort in the first

quarter. Instead, efforts are planned to start in the second quarter. .

Another example given by a program control personnel at .%M is, if the

funds given under a (RA are tight, am item such as support equipment

* and government furnished equipment can be funded later in the fiscal

year versus being funded up front. While these strategies may reduce

today's problem, they way also insure future program difficulties.

For instance, delaying the beginning of a one-year effort until the

second quarter means funding it over two fiscal years, and delaying the

developmnt and procurmnt of support equipment ay guarantee future

logistics problems. Adjustments within a system as rigid as defense

funding and contracting will almost inevitably lead to more adjustments

- and more - and more.

Contracting

As indicated in Table IV, nine contracting personnel were

interviewed. Five of the interviews were conducted at ASD and four
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at SD. Ifrtio regarding dmgahcdtprevdIics

ant about the CR& guidalim,~ and proposed change and general

coets regarding a (RA are presented In the following text.

IQ-i Data. Of the nine persono, interviewed, seven hed

only rcontracting ameienCe. The other two also hed eeilence in

prop.. control. The experience levels in ctrtngvaried from

six uuxths to ten yars at their current job. The average numb~er of

years at their present job ms 4. 6 yars. Three had two years or less

u~eience at their current Job. Houwr, each of these three hed at

least 4* years uiieo in APM. The total years experience in APSC

ranged from 4* to 23 yars. The average nm~e of years wxked in APW

us 14. 1 years.

Perceived 'Ipcs Caused bv a CPA. Most intervrises perceived no

significant cost, schedule, or cotrcting Impacts caused by a CRA.

Som felt that Impacts had been avoided by planning in advance for a

CR&. Pbr earaiple, a coule of the cnrtigperonnel mentioned that

they try, to advise prora anagers to schedule requirmnts so that

they do not conflict with a CML With this in mind, a new start should

not be scheduled to begin in the first quarter of the fiscal year as

the CR~M in the pest have typically lasted through most of the first

quarter.

Some personnel felt that there were minor impacts such as having

to delay exercising an option that ms scheduled at the beginning of

the fiscal year. (bnsquently, the option price increased. Others

had not experienced such impacts on options either because there were

enough dollars available to earcise the option or the option occurred
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late enough in the fiscal year that the program was nio longer operating

11u~ a M& and the full budget authority mis available. Two con-

tracting people in the FI-16 SPO at ASD pointed cut that there were

provision in the contracts to delay exercising the IP-l6 production

optins.One personnel said that the delay had been used on his

cn tract. becaus of a CR&. However, there were no schedule Impacts or

3claim from the contractor for using the delay. Itrn other contracting

peromlexplained that, in the contract he uas mocking with, there

Uwe cotpenalties if the govermnt decided to delay the exelrcising

of the option. He pointed oft the claus whiich stated that the first

30-day delay wold have a penalty cost to the government of $12.5

mill1ion, the second 30-day delay would cost an additional $12.5 million

($25 million total cost to the gaverumt), and the third 30-day delay

would cost another $12.5 million ($37.5 million total cost to the

govenment). He also stated that the goverment has not hed to

exercise the delay option. Most cnting personnel felt that there

ware nio significantly detrimental imacts on contract options because

they always seemed to get the funds needed before the option us no

longer available. Several omm.ented that there may be less of an

impsat on a sulti-year contract.

* Several mentioned other minor impacts such as an increase on the

conracingdirectorate's adinistrative workload. For exairple, two or
three funding modifications mny bave to be issued during the first half

of the fiscal year instead of just one that would be necessary if they

were not operating une a CPA. Mast deemed this as being extremly

inefficient. They also felt that their workload uas increased because
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they often prepared tw~or cr sets of paperwork for a ---tractual

effort in anticipation of the possible decisions that could be made

regarding activities to pue~ under the CUA.

OWcotractg official stated that he did r er an ipact on

the F--i0 engine program about six years ago that ms caused by a CPA.

He claimd that the CA delayed a Lot II bay. This delay resulted in

impacting the cost, schedale, and lead time of the contractuel effort.

Another percivd Inqct attributed directly to a CRA is, if you cannot

obligate m than you had in the previous fiscal year, you haw to

delay contractual s leantal are nts. ien you delay these, a

higher labor rate is used and the goverumit ends up paying moe for

the ef fort.

Several mentioned techniques that they have used to avoid

potential CRA impacts. One techique that can be used is the etension

of the period of performnice of an existing contract, if a new contract

cannot be let during the CRA period. Another technique that has been

used is to put options on the contract to avoid the prediaent of

being classified as a new start (namely for use in going fro the full

scale deelcIznt phse to the production phase or for going from long-

lead production efforts to actual production).

A few cmmented on their perceptions of how a CRA impacts the

defense contractors. One felt that the contractors are less apt to

proceed as fast on the program while under a CRA, because there is sae

uncertainty as to how much funds will actually be appropriated to the

program. Therefore, the contractor assumes some degree of risk in

continuing the efforts of the program at an aggressive rate. Another
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person asserted that i.n the past the govrn hs sand getting

funds an contract by the date the contractor aRIA they would run cut

of money. Neverthels, the contractor carried the pcopm iutil the

govemnsnt could send oft the next increment. o fiud. Ban miler

opnis my have probleas doing thine because they way not be ab~e

to afford it.

Most of the ootatn personnel intervimi a cmad an tov

a CRA cause delays in decisions on what to do. fte Otmwtsintie

instigated by a CRA seume to be a big problm and a vey -rIurating

problen. The biggest uncertainties are how such souy will he received

uzla the CRA, how will the CRA guidelines be ineWrtd, Mn will

the appropriation bill signed, and how =3ch will the total budget

authority for the program be. 3NyW also comented on the tim-

conswning efforts of prioritizing and reprioritizing efforts to be

pursued oni the limited funds raeie under the CRA. It seen that

a standard tactic is to fund priority one at a level to avoid any

newr-term program invacts Then, see how nuch is left for the next

item on the priority list and so on down the list. Apparently, zany

hours of deliberation are spent on these types of activities while

the CRA is in effect.

Coments CocrigC Guidlines. All bat one of the

* intervieses had no cammnts regarding the CRA guidelines as they had

* never seen them before. The one person who did have a cczment about

the guideline had worked in program control prior to his current

* assiginant. Ble seemed to recall that the guidelines were mediocre.
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and Cim l Commte Readn a CR& Th

-cpw -hne from the inevieves are presented below:

*Do not inks any changes.

No n m It.

* Coners should do lm. mm of the states and hae a two-year
badmst. it would probably be better than an annual budget.
It my wok work cut espeially wmU since the Home terim
is two years.

* 11o not think changing the fiscal year to a two-year fiscal
period wufld help.L

* Would keemp the fiscal year dates the sane, buit change the
date that the approriation bill is due from 30 Septmber
to 30 June.

* Wol recoimmnd a Presidential lin item veto. Should have
trust in the President not to veto item that are isperative
far national interest.

?efollowing represent general comment that the ootacting

intervim-Maes had regarding a CM-z

*Should not have a (RA.

N eed soething to force Congress to take action and get the
appropriation bill passed sooner. Oirrently, there is no
incentive for Congress to pass the aproriation bill by 30

Septter.They can fall back on enacting a CRA, and they do.

Need to give Congress an incentive to pass the appropriation
bifl on time. ftor example, in California there is a grass
roots movement to mice an imgme nt to the state

con titto that will prohibit the stated legislation from
gting paid until it pases a balanced budget.

Em~ if there a niot a CRA, perscnnel should not plan on
using funds on the f irst fey days of the f iscal year because
of having to wait for paperwork that gives the go-ahead.

*Personnel should plan for a CRA ahead of tim.

*Some pro1gramm my be protected from CRA impacts if they have
high visibility and political suport.
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The~ire seem to be a Catch 22 effect in that, when Congress
does riot pass the approriation bill until the end of the first
quarter, the delay in getting the total budget authority causes
delays in PO, activities. It also increases the likelihood of
year-endi spending. However, if there is a significant uiaurnt
of year-em spending, then the SbO is chastised by higher

hedqarters and by congress.

* CA& sews to be intttonal ized (i.e., way of life).

* Changing the fiscal year start date to 1 January probably will
not help eliminate a CRA.

RD se tter wrhat deacM ine Congress has, it will probably
go over it.

-It nay help to change the fiscal year start date to
1 January bscaimit defense onta ts fiscal years
start on 1 January. Therefore, contract analysis would
be easier.

* Changing the fiscal year-end date fro 30 June to 30 Sepwteimer
nu it harder for the government to handle the end-of-the-year
wo~rkload as mny military personnel chane assignmnts during
the sumumer and others are trying to take smmer vacations. It
was supposed to eliminate thm-need for a itw but it did not.

U Shold definitely have provisions to maks a CRA effective on
1 October, if a CRA is necessary.

*gTh impacts are not so great, if the program has been in
ex-istene for a few years and if each fiscal year budget is
equ~itable. The problem arises when the expected budget for the
new fiscal year is mach higher than the previous fiscal year.

*D not really think the inacts to a program are due to a CRA.
If the requirement is urgent and the country needs the system,
there always sn i to be a way to get on with the effort.

* ~ Analysis

As indicated in Table 1 , eleven budget analysts were interviewed.

Six of the interviews were given at As and five at SD. enformation

regarding Inugraphic data, iqxacts, ccamnts about the CRA guidelines,

and proposed fuaeges and general cmfnts regarding a CRA are presented

a in the following text.
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0 gr P C Data. Of the eleven interviewd, Just one had only

buget analysis eprien. The other ten had had previous experience

in progrant control. The mount of tim spent at their current jobs

ranged fram tw months to twelve years. The average nuir of years at

their current job se 3.7 years. Six of the eleven hoa less than three

years of erienoe at their current job, but each had wall oer four

years aerience in AFSC. The length of ti spent in AFSC varied froa

5 to 23 years. Th aveage ker of years spent in AFSC me 14.4

years.

Perceived mpacts Cased a L Mst interviemd wire not

aware of any mjr - o Iinreases or schedule slips caused by a (RA.

Several remrhd that a CRA wold probably have of an effect on

-m starts versus ongoing prograum. Some commeted that it smthe

ongoing rograin get enough funds to keep themgoi-g.

Som imoacts disc~saal included the observatikbn that in PY 84F

when the spprqriation bill as finally signed, several ASD program

got lees than expected. If they had tried to obligate all the fundis

expected, they would have had to deobligate funds. Another observation

ms that when the full amont of budget authority is not received until

wall into the fiscal year, then it puts the SPOs in a position of

having to do an increased amot of year-end spending. Also, unfunded

ra~irinu nt requests cannot be worked until after the appropriation

bill is signed. MurthaftWef, a CRA leads to a lot of forurd financing

of the 3600 appropriation funds. However, forward financing funds

for about three months into the next fiscal year seam to reduce the

potential ost and schedule impacts due to a CRA. On the other hand,
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if the unfunded reqidreinents cannot be worked until abouat January (four

sonthA into the fiscal year),, then that is pretty late to have to try

to got the LI NJrIgraiin rsms approved by Congress and receive the

reprogrumd dollars before the end of the fiscal year. IXny of the

budget analysts stated that they perceived that having a CRA Ied to

lowr aIpNditure rates and negatively affects the forecasts. This

was patolryevident in F! 84 because Ueire S rAF did not let

AMS reforecast, ini January as they have done for the last few fiscal

year.Qnsnty the forecasting of commitmnt, obligation, and

expeditresthat were done in July (prior to the start of the fiJscal

year and prior to receiving the CRA guidelines or knwing how much

will be available under the (RA) are quite different than the actual

camitmont, obligation, and expenditures. Thus, the program control

personnel and budget analysts have to handle an increased mt. of

woprk each mo~nth to aocout for the difference between the rauters

forecasted versus actuals. This paperok is called deviation reports.

Another ramification of having lower obligation and expenditure rates

than the standard expected is that the 3600 funds are susceptible to

being cut in the cutyears due to what higher ewurrsregards as

-poor execution- of funds. So~m of the potential schedule impacts 0

are diverted because scee of the contractors are willing to take risks

* in order to avoid a schedule delay caused by a (RA. Most of those

* interviewd felt that there is an increased administrative burden

* on contracting personnel during a CRA because they have to generate

several funding mo~difications in order to incrementally fund the

contatr during the CRA period. One example given in which the
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contractor accepted risk was that there was a delay in the issuance

of the production contract, but the contractor started doing the w-rk

anyway at his own risk. One of the biggest problem amntioned uas the

unetainty of not really knowing what the total budget authority will

be for the program at the beginning of the fiscal year. Usually, this

information is not available until after the first quarter of the

fiscal year. One reaction to the uncertainties is a fear of sending

out too much money so the SPO spoonfeeds the efforts. Thus, muIltiple

funding documnts are issued. This causes an increased wrkload on all

four mark areas, especially for program control, c, and the

budget analysts. One example cited shows cause for this conuervative

approach. In F! 84, one prcaarenant program had 95 percent of its

expected dollars made available in the accounting and finance office.

Consequently, all the funds were obligated. Howeer, when the

appropriation bill was signed, they received less than the 95 percent

figure. Therefore, they had to deoblig.te funds. There is also a

potential for a cost impact in that there is a moderate level of risk

in losing money in m lower priority SPOs by asking to forward

finance. Asking to forward finance identifies funds that probably

will not be used in the current fiscal year, and these funds may be

considered as possible sources for the unfunded requirement requests.

Several mentioned the uncertainties and the uneasiness in the field

that is caused by a CRA. They also mde a point to mention the

inefficiencies caused by a aA. These inefficiencies primarily occur

in vasted manpower co ion and usted r administrative workload.

Por example, having to go through several iterations of identifying
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and justifying reu n for 30, 45, 60, and 90 days is extremely

Several w discusse an m to avoid the potential

ipacts of a C. ftor example, a SPO can try to get ft a year ,,.S

before the program is actually due to start so that it will not be

classified as a new start the year it wants to gear up. Two progra

were mntioned as using this technique. The first program is an S)

program calIed the Military Strategic-Tactial RMlay System (MIa-),,

and it ms successful In using this technique. The second program

is an AS) program called Air-to-Air Strategic Missile (AAUI) This

program us originally pLannd as being an P" 85 new start. flowewer,

in order to avoid the probable C(A delay in starting the program, it is

currently trying to reprogram m funds into PY 84 so that it will not

be classified as a new start in F! 85. Another technique mentioned

occurred as a result of a delay in awarding a proCtion contract. The

delay us attributed to the (RL Therefore, in order to get the work

started, the contractor us funded for the Prodction efforts under the

existing research and devel umt contract.

Cmnts Co g A Guidelines. Mst of budget analysts felt

that the guidelines were pretty vague and not very explicit. They

especially remarked about the ambiguity in the definitions of "new

start" and in "operate in a prudent manner." Not only are the tere

ambiguous in the guidelines; but, when an interpretation is requested, -

different responses are given. The following are four somewhat

different definitions of new starts as explained by four different
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* A new start is a new effort or a new program eleent (PE).
Also, in research and deueloment, a new budget program
activity code (BPAC) (one level below a program element)
is a new start.

*A new start is a new PE. Also, a new BPAC may be a now
start. furthmre, a production contract is a new start.
It is controversial as to whether, if a long lead effort is
considred a new start, the production effort may or my
not be a new start. Now start definitions are caveated by
the CRA Congressional language.

* A new start is a no PE or WAC. This is caveated by specific
* Conressonallanguage.

* If the long-lead effort is considered a new start, then the
proton effort is not considered a new start. Also
changing the PH of a research and development effort from
63MCX to 63XYZ is not a new start.

ost commented that they would rather have the guidelines be vague

than too specific. With vague guidelines, there is sore flexibility

in the interpretations. On the contrary, one interviewee felt quite

strongly about it being more advantageous to have more specific

guidelines, because we now. operate in confusion. One interviewee

felt that the future guidelines would have less language in then from

eauar AFSC, and he expected more of the interpretation would be

delegated to the production divisions. A few commented that the CRA

guidelines should be sent in July (before the SPOs have to do their

official forecasts for H AFSC). One budget personnel felt

that sai SPO9 are sore cautious in their interpretations than others

regarding what is meant by "operating in a prudent manner." He felt

that those who were sore cautious would say that the guidelines were

vague. In contrast, those who were sore apt to take some risks would

say that the guidelines were sufficient. One interviewee claimed that

the budget process gets in disarray with a CRA. He felt that the CRA
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I Gearily interferem with and restricts the program M 'anae a

prora activities. One budget analyst felt that programs were un:.ly

hurt by the local In I of the CRA guidelines when really the

CRA restrictions are primarily at the appropriation level. Another

felt that Congress should address the problem of the vagueness and

e=3lan their intent.

cagmand General Cc.mnts Readn a CRA The

r dmuzaes from the intervie are presented belw: -

" Do aay with a CRA.

" Le-t the Won operate as if they had all their buadget authority
on 1 October. Mie exaption to this would be program that
were an isne in Congress or now starts. -

" Congress should discipline themelves to get out of the
predicamnt of having to pass a CRA every year.

" If Congress does not pass an apprriation bill by
30 Septer, they should be fired.

" If a CRA is necessary, then eS:.:F should send the
CRA guidelines dan early so that personnel receive them in a
timely mnner. Also, the guideline should clearly reflect the
intent of Congress regarding which program to cuve oat on and
which programs to defer.

" ant good definition of "new start" and have the same
definition at all levels (i.e., OSD, EI USAF, EI AFSC, etc.).

" Give more time to do the CRA enercises requesting funding
requirements for the first 30, 45, 60, and 90 days of the
fiscal year. On second thought, do not ask for a 45-day
requirennt as it is difficult to calculate requirements for a
part of the month. Monthly increments should be the milest.

" Define how much you can obligate. Not sure if the 30-day
requirement should reflect funds for only 30 days worth of
work, funds for first quarter efforts or funds wwrting to
obligate during the first 30 days of the fiscal year.

" When planning for a CRA, should be able to fund all the dollars
needed for ongoing efforts for the year in the first thirty
days. For the next sixty days, should request funds to cover
contract changes.
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" The two year budget has merit and may help to avoid a CRA.

" If changed the fiscal year start date from 1 October to
1 January, would like to think it would amid a (RA, but it A
probably would not.

" launch services at Vandenber should be fully funded to avoid
ipacting launches.

" Test and Evaluation organizations, such as the Air Force Flight .
Test Center (AFMFC) and Arnold Fngineering I mnt Center
(AEDC) should get 100 percent of their approved budget for the
year up front as stated in the regulations.

The following represents general onments that the program control a

interviemes had regarding a CRA:

" Have beccai used to a CRA, so it does not impmct the program
as much now as it used to.

" A CRA mainly affects research and development efforts (i.e.,
3600 appropriation funds).

" A CRA has bec a way of life. If personnel do not plan on a
CRA, they are either naive or do not understand the system.

" Mangers should plan the execution of the budget so that the
contractors do not have to stop work.

" Unfortunately, Congressional intention is usually niot known.
Therefore, this causes a lot of uncertainties and hesitancies.

" Som-etims personal risks are taken under a CRA. This usually
occurs when someone finally takes a stand on a controversial or
questionable interpretation of the guidelines.

" The CRA has been used as an excuse to cover poor planning. For
example, new starts should not be planned to begin in October.

" A CRA is just one nore thing that allows bureaucrats to slow
down the system. It really should not bother anyone. Actually,
it seems that people make more of a CRA than they should.

" If serious about a CRA, then the base should be shut down if
there is no CRA enactment on 1 October.

" The fiscal year date change in 1976 was supposed to help avoid
the CRAs, but it only helped temporarily. Now we consistently
have the CRAs again.
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As indicated in Table IV, six agra mnmgers were interviewed.

Three of the interview were given at ASD and three at SD. Information

regarding dmgraphIc data, Ipacs, connts about the CRA guidelines,

* and proposed changes and general commeants regarding CRA are presented.

b Data. Of the six interviewed, two had only progrm

ini~i aipriene while being assigned to AFSC. Tbe other four

bed other AFC Suere ch a as prongram control and cotrctng

Sexperi levels of these personnel ranged f rm four months to 3j

years at their present assigumnt. The average length of tim in their

current position ms 1* years. However, the range for the nmer of

years worked in AFSC was 5 to 15. The average of years in AFS.

ws 10.4 years. Thus, all met the work eerience criteria established

earlier in the text.
Perceived Ca d b a a nut of the interviewes felt

that there bad been no significant cost or schedule impacts caused by

a CRA on the program they had worked on. Several comented that a

CRA is somthing that should be planned for both internally in the

SF0 and externally with the defense contractor. Those interviewed

wer currently working on ongoing program. Som remarked that a

CRA probably has oe of an impact on maller and/or new program.

A couple of people ramrlaod that there ray be more of an Impact on

program using the 3600 appropriation funds versus program using

the procapm propriation funds (i.e., 3010, 3020, and the 3080

arpriaton) One personnel stated that he perceived a problem when

a program is trying to build up and has planned on needing and using a
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'md higher uieiiuerate than the previos yar, but is forced to

constrain its spending rate to the previews year for the duration of

the CRA period. Another program mnager declared that it is really

hard to quntify the cost invacts becaus the contractors tend to carry

the program efforts and the associated costs during a CRA. Also,

an interviewme felt that pror-ia in the laboratories such as the

Air Ibzc Wapcns Laboratory (AME) and the Air Pares Gecpysics

Laboratory (WP) are probably more Impacted by a CRA than the SPOS.

One progra smiager perceived no impacts on his program due to a CRA

as he has the contractor wrking an residual tasks during the CRA.

one intervieus pointed cut,, if the program does not get started

on sc1dul, then the usul "PI MNuene is that the costs go up and

the schedule is stretched. One interview stated that there were no

con1tracting impacts that he ms anare of on the current F-16 program,

but there may be a problem with the P-16F as it will be a new start

in FY 87. Therefore, it my have problem if it is restricted under

a M~. Another cnrtin vact mentioned was the obevation that

the contracting personnel have to do multiple funding modifications at

the beginning of the year as they are forced to incrementally fund the

incremental funds (i.e., 3600 appropriation funds) for their respective

contracts. This interviewee also claimed that this was a very

inefficient way to operation. Another observation made was that the

governuent contracts typically get slowed doan at the beginning of the

fiscal year. one of the six initerviewed had no mnts as he felt he

really did not know if there were any contracting impacts or not. Wh~en

asked if they perceived any other impact (other than csschedule,



or contraci), three of the six interviewd felt there were no other

* impacts. They supplied several reasons for this mdat as that they

had experienced personal in the SPO, the program ws a sulti-year

pro.mnt program, the program had high visibility and high dollars.

and the program us baked by Congress. The other three program

mnagers had several comnts to mks about the other impacts due

to a CRA. ftr eample, it us mentioned that a C(A is an increased

adinistrative burden for everyme. Another statement reflected the

concern regarding the ucrtainties both from the goverrmn and

contractor point of view. It ms also asserted that morale is

negatively affected during a CRA. One osvation mde as that good

government and contractor personnel leav the program when the delay of

the start of the program is too long. In addition, there us a coinent

co the needless paperwork and inefficiencies which result in

increased costs to the taxpayers. Another interviews related CIA

impacts to the current productivity issue. The point mae was that,

when the contractors have to use their own funds to cover the program

costs during the CRA period, they are prevented from using those

dollars for capital investment. This interviewee wnt on to say that

it is probably a mistake for the defense contractors to carry the

* program at the beginning of the year. They should probably shut down

the progrm efforts in order for Congress to see the real inpacts.

Despite all the negative impacts cited, one interviewe rode

a point to bring up one possible good impact due to a Qall This

individual felt that a CRA gives Congress sore time to decide on which

nw starts to start and prevents a proliferation of too miny new starts.
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cmmnts Cocrnn CRA Guidelines. Pour of the six program

migers had no ocmants regarding the guidelines. However, two

c~mts wers made by the other two intervisied. One interviae

stated that he felt that the guidelines were not really explicit.

s was no sure m*ether the problem wen with the product division's

buge shop or higher up the budget chain-of-oramund. -tem

he felt that the guidelines tended to be late, confusing, and required

considerable Inte Mrettionu. He did podrthat perhaps it is better

that the guidelines are vague in orde~r to allow sore flexibility. h

secood inwhiom offered cmnt regarding the CMA guidelines

stated that he hod ,wm understood the guidelines. He contended that

it is -hard to get a straight story from yer to year. He definitely

w opoed to the guidelines being too specific because that woiuld

reduce the flexibility of the interpretations.

Prpoe Cane and General Cmmnts goadn a CR. Th~e

prcowd changes from the interviewees are presented here:

" No sajor changes to current policy suggested.

" Ekv autotjc CRA provisions in previous year's appropriation
bill rather than passing a separate CRA act.

" Mile under a (RA, ongoing program. should autautically get a
percentage of the budget for the new fiscal year versus being6
restricted to last year's budget.

" IMWm provisions for now starts. would suggest that if a now~
start has been authorized, then allow it to begin at some4
percentage of the fiscal year budget under consideration.

" Shold have sms 'my to allow more research and developuennt
efforts to go ahead so that they do not lose good people.
Perhaps e~ utr AFSC should let now starts begin whuen
they kmnwthe are a high priority item-

o not have a CRAI A CRA should be an exception to the rule.
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It seem that the appropriation bill gets hung up for just a
couple of controversial ismsm. Therefore, the controversial
issues should be set aside and the remide r of the pr osed
bi 1 should be paw.
mae a law that if there is no signed apprpriation hill by
30 September, then the signed authorization bill or the Unified
lederal Budget, whicaver is lower, should effective on

1 October.

Do not set aside controversial issues on the ;rmosea aprri-
ations bill and pass the rest; because, tactically, it is bad.

The following represent general o ts that the program mnagers

had regarding a C(A-

Should encorage Congress to get the atpprpriation bill passed
on tin to avoid a CRA.

* A CRA is better than nothing. However, an approved
apropriation bill is definitely better than a .A.

*The federal govermnt employs shoud not have the burden
of the inefficiencies owued by copemting for Congress's
repeated inability to get the epprpriation bill signed by
30 September.

• R QA is a shoddy buiness practice.
Congress complais about r-n spt.g, the sPo is ,..

forced to wait to spend their funds becau they do not get
their full budget authority until late into the fiscal year.

People tend to use the (RA as an excuse for not being efficient
managers. For exmnple, if they are behind schedule anyway,
then the managers use the CRA as an excuse to take pressure
off themselves. There always seems to be a way to avoid the
potential C(A impacts. The program managers should be held
accountable to their baseline.

The previous text is merely a compilation of the data collected

from the forty interviews that were given during June and July 1984.

The views presented reflect the perceptions of those interviewed and

not necessarily the perceptions of the author. Hence, the next chapter

will be an analysis of the data presented in this chapter.
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IV. DataAnayi

Tntroduction

fThe previous dhaqter reflected the data obtained from the forty

intrviews. This chapter will focus on mumarizinq the data and

preentngthe prevalent viewn of the interviswees. The foloweing

topics will be discussed: demographic data, perceived impacts, the

CM guidelines, pron;oseda changes and genral comnts, and adjustment

techniqus and ineff iciencies.

Table V shows a swmrization of the demographic data. An

analysis reveals that 62.5 percent of the interviewees had work'

experience outside of their current area. Pbr exmple, ten of the

eleven Ibilget analysts had previous experience working in program

contylrol. The balance of the intrvees (37.5 percent) had only

experience in their current work area. For example, seven of the

nine contracting personnel had only work experience in the contracting

area. The average number of years in their current job for the forty

interviewed ms 3.7 years. In addition, the average numbaer of years

in AFSC isa 13.1 years. All forty met the pre-established criteria

pertaining to the numb~er of yars in the current job or the number of

years in APC The main factor regarding the rationale for the higher

muA e of people interviewed in program control and budget analysis
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TAKZ V

Summry of Duigraph'i Data

Program Cotacid Rget Program

. -Lo-.

%., ..

Conrol e Prsne Analysts Managers Total

'Jamd only
this area 5.0 7.0 1.0 2.0 15.0

Wbrkmd other
job areas 9.0 2.0 10.0 4.0 25.0

Total 14.0 9.0 11.0 6.0 40.0

Average years
at present job 4.0 4.6 3.7 1.5 3.7

Average years -
inAPSC 12.7 14.1 14.4 10.4 13.1

versus the lower ninber in contracting and program mnagenent is that

the program control and budget personnel are more directly involved

with a CRA. Also, the involvement occurs at lower work levels in the

program control and budget offices.

Perceived imat

Almost all of the interviewees perceived that there really were

no severe cost, schedule, or contracting impact on the programs they

were currently working on or on any they had previously worked. most

mentioned that a CRA really has the potential of causing the greatest

amount of negative impacts to programs that are classified as new
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starts. Several uantioned techiquies that have been used to avoid

Jizafts to ongoing p rograwiw. These technicpes will be discussed later.

Tbough the ujority of thm interviewes felt that a CRA does not

significantly iqvact the programe, they did feel that there were

definite negative invacts on personnel. The list of these Imzpacts

on personnel includes unetiteconfusion, lownimrale, incon-

veniences, aministrative burden, wated tine, wasted nmzpair, and

indecsions. The general feeling seemed to be onm of wishing there

wer a way to reduce the confusion that occurs when a CRA is in effect.

Arfther comn concern amng the program cnrlesand budget

analysts me the ~mpissassociated with the official forecasts

that are sumitted to AFSC. It seem that the program c-Iontoler

who fill out the forecasts are in a no-win situation. Typically the

foecast exercise begins in July with the submittal to AFSC due by the

end of July or August. U~m given the forecast sheets, the programi

conitrollers are typically told to assum a CRA for 90 days (possibly

longer in 7! 85 to due elections). However, that is the extent of the

guidelines given for the forecasting. Thm (RA guidelines are generally

not given to program control personnel until sometim in October.

Therefore, the asmainsnde for the forecasting exercise are not

usually borne cut when the first quarter of the f iscal year cm

around. Cmmn discrepancie are that the first budget authority

released to the SPOs omees later in October than estimated. Therefore,

not all the funds forecasted to be obligated in October do, in fact,
get obligated. Also, the SPas frequently receive less budget authority
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during the CRA period than they had assimed. whenm focasting. Further-

MWGe, 'AMn the IPrqWiation bill is finally signed,, the SPas often get

law ft~ than they hod aswmd. (~ucunlthey spend uch time

refiguring the budget to determine whiat myst be cu/defered/resoped.

The not result is that, because of the CRA period, funds are obligated

at a slower rate and at reduced levels than what ws expected when the

forecastsv ~mre duTh effect on~ the slower obligation rate has a

unowellI effect on the exediture rate. %hen obligation rate. are

slowed down and are at lower levels, this necessarily causes the

expenditure rate to slow down and be at lover levels. Tlfortunately,

the program personnel are criticized and the program. Penalized for

having low eeniture rates when the AFSC budget team visits the

produt divisions for the Progam Financial Revies in the Ihy-Jume

tiimframs. On programi oontroller at Spame Division said that a letter

had been sent out by the Space Division conwider stating that if the .

expndiurerate of an SD program is not at 60 percent by th en of.

the fiscal year, the program will have a budget cut in the following

fiscal year. The paradox which currently exists occurs because,

during a (3&, budget authority is released at a slow, reduced level.

Therefore, funds are obligated and expended at a slow, reduced level.

Furthermore, since the appropriation bill is not signed until well into

the fiscal year, the Spas do not receive their full budget authority

until about midway throagh the fiscal year. Therefore, this delay

cause a lag in the obligations and expenditures. Then, when the

Program Financial Review ocurs, the Seas are criticized and penalized
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for having low obligations and eez3tes(as compred to a standard

that does not take into account the delay caused by a CRA).

The CRA quidline

All the interviewes felt that the CRA guidelines were very vague.

ilbt felt that they preferred them to be vague versus too specific.

They believed that, if the guidelines were too specific, it would

inhibit flexibility in interpretation. This lack of flexibility would

probably be detrimental to nany program. Several program ontrollers

* felt that the guidelines were confusing and that they usually had to

call the local budget analysts for intions and additional

guidnce.It sees that because of the vagueness of the guidelines

and the lack of understanding the Congressional intent, the budget

analysts at various levels in the chain-of-cMMWnWd are reluctant to

make quick decisions on what should or should not be permitted during

the CRA. Therefore, there is a lengthy tinm of indecision in the

SO as the program control personnel await guidance from the budget

cummity. Sce of the more seasoned program control personnel try

to aggressively tackle the (MA dilea, but they are often constrained

by what their local budget analysts will approve. Som of the local

budget analysts that work for the Comptroller at the product division

attempt to be aggressive during the CRA. Hence, they are willing to

take greater personal risks in determining what can and cannot be done

during the (RA. It seems that the degree of risk the budget analysts

are willing to assume fluctuates. Apparently, ore risk is taken until
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a problem occurs becouse program. were allowed to obligate more than

the total finally received after the qaprcprlatlon bill ws signed.

This forces the SPO to hurriedly deobligate funds. Afterwrds, the .

budget personnel bemextremly conservative on %hiat is allowed to

be obligated during the CPA.

The buidget analysts and program control personnel felt that "raw

* startm and coprate in a prudient mnnerm should be better defined.

(Pef erence Appendix B for a saupl of the CRA guidelines issued to the

SP(s at Space Division during the PY 84 CRA.)

Proose and Gnrl Cinents

Many suggestions were offered as prooed changes. Most suggesfted

that somthing should be done to get Congress to puss the apropriation

bill on time. Most felt that changing the fiscal year start date from

1 October to 1 January waold only help terporarily, if at all. They

based their view on the fact that the change of the f iscal year start

date back in 1976 from 1 July to 1 October only averted a CRA for

the first two fiscal years following the change. Since then, a CRA

has occurred each fiscal year. Sam comments were nade regarding

changing the fiscal period fran one year to two years. few of thoe

interviewed felt that this could be a partial solution. Nowever, they

felt that, in adition, Congress ziust be given som type of incentive

to pass the appropriation bill on tine. Various other unique prooals

and! comnints have been presented in the preceding chapter.
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', us, d a Techniges and Inefficiencies

Since a CRA seem to be the rule rather than the exception, many

of those interviewed have learned to use some adjustment techniques to

cushion the impacts caused by a CPA on new starts or ongoing program.

For example, to avoid impacts an new starts two techniques were

mntioned. The first is to try to justify why the program should not

be classified as a now start. Sometimn this is accouplished by a

convincing argument that the program is not really a new start but,

instemd, a lod4ication to an existing program. This has been done

at AS). A second way to avoid Impacts on a new start is to try to get

funds rsprgra 2 a year before the intended start. This is currently

being done on the AAM program at ASO. Several adjustment techniques

have been used on ongoing programs. Sam of these techniques include

variations on contract options, year-end spending, and forard

financing. (Forward financing is the request and approval to use

current year 3600 funds during the next fiscal year for effort done ,.,

during the next fiscal year.) Other techniques involve an increase

in risk on the part of the defense contractors supgorting the program.

These and other techniques consume a great deal of tine and resources.

Almost all of the interviewees pointed out the extreme amount of

inefficiencies that take place during a CRA. Some of the ineffi- -

ciencies occu as a result of trying to predict the CRA guidelines

and the interpretations of the guidelines. Som occur as a result of

techniques tried in order to avoid the potential impacts of the CRA to

the program cost, schedule, and contracting activities. Though S ,..
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of the adjustment techniques used to avoid or reduce the CRA inacts

Bay abarqestiona~, they are being used by dedicated personnel who~

feel, if their program in not the subject of Congressional nresy

the intent of Congress Js for their program to continue without being

impzacted by the CRA. Thus, the~y try to do everything they can to

prevent their program from being affected. They feel their job is

to try to acquire waon system on tim and on cost; and, despite

the a4llftal the try to aciJUvi thisL go-.-
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V. onclusions and Reommndations

.J, . . ,

The following text presents conclusions and reaxodmendattons based _______

on the data collected for this research effort.

Reusardi Conclusions and Rso..nxtions
A

In oonclusion the researcher gleaned evidence that the

perceptions of the CRA impacts at the working level in AFSC are

that a CRA does not significantly impact the AFM prngrin. However,

ample evidence indicates that a CRA does cause substantial detrimental

impacts cc the working level personnel in AYSC. In particular,

four work areas wmre studied. These areas were program control,

contracting, buget analysis, and program mnageent. The concensus

in each area wms that they and their co-workers were mpacted to some

degree by the nass confusion, lack of decisive actions, and drautic

increase in workload and inefficiencies that seem to epitomize the (RA

period. Throughout the forty interviews, a sentiment of needed reform

(to the current situation of a CRA enactment each fiscal year) ws

clearly evident. Since the majority of the interviewees felt that a

CRA causes negative impacts on personnel such as confusion, indecision,

low nxrale, and so forth, the author believes that something should be

done to reduce and/or eliminate these effects. Clearly, the CRA is a

deviation from the normal flow of fund availability which can be dealt

with through careful planning and extraordinary effort. One is led to

6* " --
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ask, howver, how mc better ourn mnagmnt might be if we could

eliminate this yearly aberration. Failing that there my be remdies ._

that the Air eor can pursue to alleviate the uncertainty and heavy .

administrative burden caused by a CRL One potential remedy is to

develop Air ce regulat to provide guidance for operating under a

CPA. The regulaton should define a C(A and provide guidance on w t

should and should not be done during the (RA period. g other

things, the regulations should better define the term "new start" and

"operate in a prudent mazer." * bre steps shotld be tasm in the

budget area to ensure that the SPO are able to "operate in a prudent

manner.• For exemple, one budget person has rode new plans for

handling the probable CRA in F! 85. When the CRh is passed, he will

ensure either the FY 85 President's Bdget as mended by Congress or

the F! 84 aropriated dollars will be ande availahle for the programs

at SD. This is definitely a positive step forward in reducing the

impacts an program and personnel which occur due to the (RA.

A second raion is for the budget personnel to provide

the CRA guidelines and a to the program control people at

the mum ties that the forecast instructions are provided. This

reWmeiaton assme the regulations governing a CRA do not

into being. The author believes that CRh guidalines/regulations

should strim a balance between being vagu-oofuing-flexible and

specific-clear-infldeible.

A last recommndtion would be to consider some of the responses

regarding proposed changes and general coments regarding a CRA. Some

of the following seem to have =wit, but should be researched further.
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" jaymp the whole budget process at the beginning of the f iscal
year because the budget release in slow oming don the budiget
chaino ono.

" Abolishk the tim liit on a CRA. There should be only a
dollar liMit.

* WIcUft the procrsuenta x-rpriations (3010, 3020, and~ 3080)
frain gos of then sam reticiw as the 3600 aP[propriation
wile operating unxle a CIA. .0.

" Ensure funding une a CRA does not interfere with good
prograin mU~jmnt

* Change thu fiscal yar to a two-year fiscal period. This m~y
be a partial solution in helping to got the appropriation bill

-ase on tim.

" Do not think that changing the fiscal year from 1 October -

30 Septembr to 1 Jainary - 31 Dmouber will help in getting
the aIFrt riatilon bill -ase on tim.

" Should definitely have provisions to mike a CRA effective on
1 October, if a CPA is necessary.

" A CRA shouild be thue to the rule. Steps shald be
taken at higher =A M-ti~eg This.

_____________ for Future Research .'%

Several other related areas ot research could be pursud. One

possibility is to study thu affects of a CRA on other AMS crgeni-

zations. For xmple, one could study thu effects incurred at thu

laboratories, thu test centers, the ranges, and/or one cc more of the

other product divisions not studied in this research effort.

Another possibility wold be to look at the impacts at higher

levels or even in other Air Force coimunds. Also, along this vein,, one

could study other impacts caused by a CRA. For exauple, the relation

of the impacts on pay and bonuses versus retention could be studied.
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1urher~ea related area would be to study whly Congress is

late with the appropriation bills. This wany be helpful in determining

prcooed changes to help lessen the frequency of late aproriaton

bills.

An additional related area would be to research the problem of

lo1w kediture rates. The potential researcher could try to determine ...

wiut factors cause the rates to be low and the extent of the effect of

each factor. One may also coanider developing un standards for rates

of obligation and sqpeuditures wichd are adjusted for a CRe-~nh(A

period.

in samury, the study of the iuniacts causeed by a CRA is one that

should be pursud further. Th researcher atteepted to do an initial

pilot study to guide others an areas to Pursue.. One would hope

that the responses made in the data section will be given careful

conidratonas they were mue by experts in the acquisition field

weho, have had to deal with a at& in each of several years. Frhroe

it is N~ed that the data analysis, cocuinandreoidtos

will be read with an eye for insight and nuich needed reform to the -

current situation.
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DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE
00 Uftow~tv Post" 1.10,94

* .. ~ . .. P .4" Aft.. 4 a 4M UO lfh M.m

ACD Z6 AUG 1983

SUSAC? Operating Under Continuing Resolution (CIA) (AFSC 3Sg 221 225Z Aug 83)

tSD/UBP SD/TOO SD/YIP AFSCF/PC-
SD/TDK 50/TIP SO/TIG APSrC/XU
SD/TIC SD)/TN? 3AFSP-12 3D/ACBO

1. Please provide SD/AC9C Mo-Later-Than Cloae-of-Busiaoss
Friday 2 Sep 83 that tnforuation requested by paragraphs one and. -

two of the AFSC message.

2. For information contact Charles Herlotto, ext. 304T3.AD

4A- rI Atch
AFSC Neg 221229Z Aug 83

PAkrm% Aq~l w VT~ w Cys to: SD/CO
SO/' r S-/C
SO/ACBI W"
AFSCF/CC'
AFSTC/CC

%
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PMA 00270 234 1605:51

7?NJ2VUW RUOAM7407 2341431-UUUU-RWUEB
213 UNI 2212252
P 2212252 AUG 83
FMN O ADSC ADROA Al'! MD//ACB//
TO ALAfSC//AW/
AMG 8028//DlRET Z'/
ILMYUA/AlTE RM'AN AnD bW/AtB//
RUEBNINAPT PATR= AMl F//Ai
RLUIPWAMES TYNDALL AnDFW/1B//
w

UNCLAS A LAP SC 332/83
L WMT: OPERINGO UNDER COMM=~11 R3IO=ff AU!ItL'T (CRA)

1. GZU4 T13 C(RW SIAWUS OF TH3 D00 APPOMMSDU BILLS AND
OMMES NNDE TO ROMFENE PRIOR TO 12 SEP, IT IS APPARENT THAT

WE WILL HAVE To OPERAIZ UNDER CA. IN aWDU TO JtWIWY TH3 FY 84
APORMN14M ROMM1 THE AIR STAFF HAS REWOU5LD TO3 POUWIVG

A. OK.IC13M13L AUDL~RITY, BY APROOM!DTIO, ROIRE FOR 30 DAYS

a. ONLGTTOSL AMOflBITY, BY APPROPiDU1N, RQUIRE FOR 45 DAYS
or OPIEA=N.
C. OBUGTO1L ADCWRrY, B3Y APPRF4MCM I, ROQUIRED FOR 60 DAYS
PAGE 02 RUEAI74O7 U~aAS ALAFM 332/83
or OPCRAIIN.
0. OKIG~?MNL A111ORTY, BY APPYCW.XATIOM ROW D~ FOR 90 DAYS-
OF OFZATZQN.
2. JT5TIPICATMO SOMENTSI FOR BACK PRM, BY APRIATON
UD.LD BE PRVUE ALOI WMITHE1 RBOhDIR4. OCE .QR SPWIC

RPl4M3 WACI'S INCLUDIG CDNIRMM L IIOI9TMNI IS R(E
TO ASSI SD 1 IN C=VCMW Wn'! CM. WE IW! BE ABLE TO
MWIY THE VFEC? OF NDT IIAVIM MOR THAN ONE WELPM OF AN ANNUAL

IUNIIM RM FOR 30 DAYS, MOR THAN TW 11WF1I5 FOR 60 DAYS,
ETC.
3. MRA PURPOSIE OF THIS MOAE OEWIGT1U AL11RITY IS OEMFIED AS

THE AIJW OF FY 84 FUNDS TW G1D 33 ISSE TO IFIE.0 ACI'ITIE
AND PROWC DMVSIDN5 FOR 30, 45, 60, MVD 90 DAY REUMMEDW. YOU
ARE ?ZMDE 1111. UNDER CA OBLIGATTOIS ARE TO BE C(bOH1AI TO MlE
CON .4RNRGE1? CONSIDERATION. O I. rS ARE TO BE CO~snuum.)
TO THAT EZVE. MiQ DnWMHY SUPPORTS YOM UnZL'U4 ESSIAU DEL-

4. THIS ThSMl PEI'AflU TO DIRE" OBLIGATION8 ONLY. YOURf REIM- .

BIRSABLE AUMITZY WILL BE SEPARATELY OCIMMIE AND WE AMrCIPATE
PAM 03 RBOAM7407 UNIMAS ALAMS 332/83

IWIL BK FULLY SUPPRTED.
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Pfendix B: sample of atAGQidaLine

DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE

-r', - , % 0•
160 Afeem a 6 1 , a to i on'C wfbj a .Coma.

.. , L o s eN O I IS C A 10 1'1

7' OCT i'e:

* .ACiH

"p.rating Under continuing Resolution Authority (CRA)

" '3P SO/'fGG SO/YNP SO/XR SAFSP- 12
SO/VON SD/' KP SI)/YVG AFSCF/BJ
SO/IEC S 0 /OPHR AFSCF/PC SO/DE

L. As of t iday. we ha'si not received any FY84 funds. We do not Anticipate
any ri't.a ,i for another two to three weeks and we have been "advised to
continlue op'4rtiotvq Hi a prudenlt uinner."

Z. ;nd.r -RA, cowafitents and obligations against directed FY84 programs a're
aathoriz..d. The lnttnt of CRA is to provide for continued prudent operations
4n) )r.jt¢-ct cost and schedule. Until we receive a Budget Authorization,
SU/4C4 '011 approv., on a r.ise by case basis, the authority to obligate FY 84

in-is. v.ust; for authority to obligate funds will include: document
.un-r. amiun. ) he 3bligatad. effort, why it st be funded/impact, and the
find c:*. A ,pa;1 for-,at is attiched.

3. Adtil'ionally. the foilowinj quidance is provided:
a. xpia-tion date for Whe CRA is 1 Iov 53.
I. Cannot iiit late any new ltiyear procurement or new starts.

Sc. The new start prohibition is defined As follows: *...no appropriation
" or funds mide 1vailable or authority granted pursuant to this subsection shall

... ,e ius.!d to ini.i4t- or resume any project, activity, operation or organization
which is de'in.-I is any project, subproject, activity, budget activity, program
tI?tnt, and sumprogram within a program..eLement, and for investment items is
furtiter dwfined as a P-I line item in a budget Activity within an appropriation
-Ir,:oan. and an :-1 line Item which includes a program el,.r.ent and subprogra;-
.l. 1I,[ within -n Appropriation account, for which appropriations, funds, or
oter authority wer. not available during the fiscal year 1983."

d. Cannot accelerate/increase the scope of existing programs.
e. Cannot oblijate funds whera Congressional coaittees have expressed

criciciim or ;ave Indlcated reductions for specific programs.

4. Ple$sai rifer any questiois to your ACS budget analyst.

I Atch
Sampl e

. Info cy to: SO/CG
-W:4, -. .'. ... , SD/CF

SO/PM

'.9 ., .9. -

..,
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OEPAR IMENT OF THE AIR FORCE
-d. .-ar-J14 POTL-E

C.YXZ 10 Oct893

Sample Letter Requesting Authority to Obligate FY84 Funds

* SO/ACBI

1. Request authority to obligate $2,500,000 be granted in order
to preclude work stoppage by lughes-Douglas Corp. on contract
*F04701-84-C-0007. Planning PR #fY76168401110 was issued for
this purpose and submitted to SO/ACFC. Fund cite is as follows:

5743020 154 4730 29XXYZ 051300 00000 1234SF 594200 F94200

JAMES W. BOND, Colonel, USAF
Director, Program Control
Deputy for Space Program XYZ

1st Ind, SD/ACBZ 11 Oct 83

TO: SD/YXZ

Authority to obligate is hereby granted.

WARREN A. CARLSON copy to: SD/ACFC
chief, Investment Programs Division
Directorate of Programs/Budget

SAMPLE
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1. Fulton, Ikj Darrell N. Lecture materials distributed in SYS 100,
Intrducionto Weapon System Aquisition. School of System

and Logistics, Air Force Institute of Technology (AU), Wight-
Patterson APB CH, October 1980.

2. Gittin, Billie, Legis~tive Specialist, EQ USAF/ACEE. Telephone
interview, 12 January 1984.

3. Huffan, WeJ Jauns W., Nkj Vincent J. Lozito, Jr., and Iaj tarry
A. Snyder. Wepo Sytm Acgisition Oxde. Unpublished report
No. 81-1220D. Air Cawand and Staff College, Mkxell APB AL,
May 1981.

4. Ic~rty, Dyke. Lecture materials distributed in SYS 227,
Financial Managemnt in Weapon System Aquisition. School of
System and Logistics, Air Fo~rce Institute of Technology (AM),
Wight-Patterson APB 05, April 1982.

5. Page, Harry R. Publi c Pucasn and Materials
Lexington M~: D. C. Beath and Owipany, 1982.

6. MSgant R~onald, President, of the United States of America. -State
of the Union Address." Address to all American citizens.
Washington DC, 26 Jaruiry 1984.

7. Space Division. Financial Mawe! Handbook. Course material
distributed in Space Diision's Camtrole crse. AaX, Space
Division, 1 October 1982.

8. Spangrud, Ihi Gen Trtuman. "Directorate of Budget, * The Air Force
~ 17(4): 20 (October 1983).

9. Taiahara, Mj William. The Cotiu Resolution Authority and
Its Effect on Air Force Fnancial Maomn. Unpublished-
report No. 83-2485. Air Comiund and Staff College, maxwell APRB
AL, Mkrch 1983 (AD-B075 422L).

10. Zersen, Col William F. H., Deuty for Cmproller. tatter to
program control offices at Space Division. Subject: *Cperating
Under Continuing Resolution Authority (CRA).- SD/ACB, Los Angeles
APS CA, 7 October 1983.
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First Lieutenant Roberta 14. Tarnsini vas born  

 

in 1976 and attendedi Southest Texas State University fran which

as received the degree of Bachelor of Scienc in Sluction in May

1980. tlon graduation, she receivued a cazuission in the United States

Air Fbrce through the Air Force Reserve Off icer Training Corps program

Ber first assigimant was as a f inancial mmnager in the Space Defense

System Program Office at Space Division, Los Angeles Air Force

Station, California. Lieutenant Tbwmsini worked in this capacity

for two, and a half years until entering the School of Systemw and

logistics, Air Force Institute of Technology, in June 1983.

Pernanent Address:  
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